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Abstract. PRISM is a probabilistic extension of Prolog. It is a high
level language for probabilistic modeling capable of learning statistical
parameters from observed data. After reviewing it from various viewpoints, we examine some technical details related to logic programming,
including semantics, search and program synthesis.
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Introduction

Generative modeling is a way of probabilistic modeling that describes a generating process of an outcome in a sample space. It has however different nuances
in different fields. In statistics it is oftentimes used in the context of Bayesian
inference, which (hierarchically) assumes prior distributions on parameters. In
ML(machine learning), it means defining joint distributions p(x, y) where x is
an input and y an output in contrast to discriminative modeling, which defines
conditional distributions p(y | x) for the same x and y. Or in statistical natural language processing, it usually refers to language modeling by probabilistic
grammars such as HMMs (hidden Markov models) and PCFGs (probabilistic
context free grammars). Here we add another nuance; by generative modeling
we mean a specification of a sampling process by a probabilistic program for a
given distribution.
Traditionally probabilistic models have been specified by mathematical formulas (equations) and graphs like BNs (Bayesian networks) and MRFs (Markov
random fields) and programming languages were not considered as a specification language of probabilistic models. If, however, it becomes possible to use
programs as probabilistic models, we will have much more flexibility in modeling
because of the availability of various data structures (strings, trees, graphs) and
program constructs (such as composition, if-then-else and recursion), and also
a uniform mechanism (Turing machine). In addition, the expressive power of a
high level programming language will reduce the coding effort to a minimum.
So it seems beneficial to design a programming language and programs which
denote probabilistic models. Indeed there are already a plethora of such proposals, in particular in a subfield of machine learning called PLL (probabilistic logic
learning) originating in LP(logic programming)/ILP(inductive logic programming) [1–12] and SRL(statistical relational learning) originating in uncertainty
reasoning by BNs [13–24].

II

In this talk, we examine PRISM1 [2, 5], a probabilistic extension of Prolog
aiming at generative modeling by probabilistic logic programs. We will however
focus on the relationship between PRISM and LP and applications to machine
learning are not treated.
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Three viewpoints

We can see PRISM from three points of view.
[LP view] PRISM is a probabilistic extension of Prolog2.
Syntactically a PRISM program DB = F ∪ R is a Prolog program such that
F is a set of probabilistic atoms called msw atoms (see below) and R is a set
of definite clauses whose head contains no msw atom. We use msw(i,X) to
simulate a probabilistic choice named i (ground term) which returns in X a
value probabilistically chosen from finite outcomes associated with i. Probabilities of msw atoms being true are called parameters. Semantically PRISM’s
declarative semantics, the distribution semantics, defines a probability measure PDB (· | θ) on Herbrand models having parameters θ associated with msw
atoms. It subsumes the least model semantics of definite clause programs.
Practically what PRISM can do but Prolog cannot do is parameter learning. PRISM programs can learn θ from data and change their probabilistic
behavior.
[ML view] PRISM is a high level language for probabilistic modeling.
It is an outcome of PLL/SRL research, but unlike graphical models, it uses
logical rules such as definite clauses or sometimes normal clauses to define
distributions. Here is a short list of machine learning facilities supported by
PRISM.3
Sampling: For the program DB = F ∪ R, sample(G) executes G (atom)
exactly as a Prolog goal using clauses in R except msw(i,X) which returns
a probabilistically chosen value (ground term) in X.
Search: probf(G) returns, by searching for all SLD proofs for G with respect to DB, a boolean formula E1 ∨ . . . ∨ En such that Ei ∧ R ⊢ G
(1 ≤ i ≤ n). Each Ei is a conjunction of ground msw atoms and called
an explanation for G. G ⇔ E1 ∨ . . . ∨ En holds with probability one in
terms of PDB (·).
Probability computation: prob(G) computes PDB (G), the probability
of G by PDB (·) whereas chindsight(G,G′) computes the conditional
probability PDB (G′ | G) of a subgoal G′ that occurs in a proof of G.
Viterbi inference: viterbif(G) returns the most probable explanation
for G together with its probability.
Parameter learning: PRISM provides MLE(maximum likelihood estimation), MAP(maximum a posteriori) estimation for parameter leaning and
1
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http://sato-www.cs.titech.ac.jp/prism/index.html
Currently PRISM is built on top of B-Prolog (http://www.probp.com/).
See the PRISM manual for the complete list of available predicates.
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VB (variational Bayes) for hyper parameter learning (priors are Dirichlet
distributions). These are available through learn/1 built-in predicate.
Model selection: To help structure learning, PRISM has special built-in
predicates to compute criteria for model selection. They include BIC
(Bayes information criterion), CS (Cheeseman-Stutz) score and VFE
(variational free energy).
The primary benefit of PRISM modeling from the ML point of view is the
ease of probabilistic modeling. We have only to write a program by a high
level language and use it. There is no need for a laborious chain of deriving
a learning algorithm, designing a data structure and implementing and debugging them. The result is a significant saving of time and energy. This is
especially true when we attempt to develop a new model while going through
cycles of probabilistic modeling. Think of developing some variants of HMMs
for example. Once we write a basic HMM program, it is relatively easy to
modify it. If the modified model goes wrong, just rewrite the program. We
are free of implementing similar algorithms for similar HMMs all over again
from scratch.
[AI view] PRISM is a system for statistical abduction.
PRISM performs search, computation and learning, all necessary elements of
AI, in a unified manner under the distribution semantics. They are seamlessly
integrated as statistical abduction [25]. In logical abduction, we abduce an
explanation E for an observed goal G by search, using background knowledge
B, such that E ∧ B ⊢ G and E ∧ B is consistent. Usually E is restricted
to a conjunction of special atoms called abducibles. In statistical abduction,
we further assume a distribution on abducibles and learn their probabilities
from data. By doing so we can select E having the highest probability as
the best explanation for G. In PRISM’s case, the set R of definite clauses
in a program DB = F ∪ R corresponds to B and msws in F play the role of
abducibles.

Here is a small PRISM program.

values_x(p1,[rock,paper,scissors],fix@[0.4,0.4,0.2]).
values_x(p2,[rock,paper,scissors],[0.1,0.3,0.6]).
rps(R1,R2):msw(p1,X),msw(p2,Y),
( X=Y -> R1=draw,R2=draw
; ((X=rock,Y=paper);(X=paper,Y=scissors);(X=sissors,Y=rock))
-> R1=lose,R2=win
; R1=win,R2=lose ).
Fig. 1. Rock-paper-scissors program
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This program simulates the rock-paper-scissors game. The first values x/3
clause introduces a probabilistic choice msw(p1,X) with a player p1 and a gesture
X being one of {rock, paper, scissors}, with corresponding parameters (probabilities) 0.4, 0.4 and 0.2 for each. “fix@” means parameters associated with p1
do not change by learning. The second clause is understood similarly but the
parameters, 0.1, 0.3 and 0.6, are temporarily set and changeable by learning.
The last clause plays the rock-paper-scissors game. It first calls msw(p1,X) to
probabilistically choose a gesture X for p1 and similarly Y for p2 by msw(p2,Y).
It then determines win, lose or draw by comparing X and Y.

?- prism(rock_paper_scissors).
...
?- get_samples(1000,rps(R1,R2),Gs),learn(Gs).
...
#em-iterations: 0.......(79) (Converged: -1091.799641688)
Statistics on learning:
Graph size: 18
Number of switches: 2
Number of switch instances: 6
Number of iterations: 79
Final log likelihood: -1091.799641688
Total learning time: 0.004 seconds
Explanation search time: 0.000 seconds
?- show_sw.
Switch p1: rock (p: 0.4000) paper (p: 0.4000) scissors (p: 0.2000)
Switch p2: rock (p: 0.0641) paper (p: 0.3466) scissors (p: 0.5892)
?- viterbif(rps(win,lose)).
rps(win,lose) <= msw(p1,rock) & msw(p2,scissors)
Fig. 2. Learning session

Fig. 2 is a sample learning session (predicates used there are all built-ins). We
first load the program in Fig. 1 on a file rock paper scissors.psm by prism/1.
We then generate learning data Gs = [rps(win, lose), rps(draw, draw), . . .] by
get samples/3 which sampled rps(R1,R2) 1,000 times4 . learn(Gs) internally
invokes a built-in EM algorithm to estimate parameters. The learning is completed after 79 iterations. The estimated values are shown by show sw/0. Using
the learned parameters, we compute by viterbif/1 the most probable gestures
that cause rps(win,lose), i.e. p1 wins and p2 loses. They are rock for p1 and
scissors for p2 with log-probability -2.1972.
4

p1 wins 343 times, p2 wins 375 times, draw 282 times.
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Inside PRISM: three topics

As mentioned before, PRISM can be seen from three points of view. In this
section we pick up the LP view and look into some details of three topics which
illustrate how PRISM is connected to LP. They are semantics [2, 5], tabling [26]
and program synthesis [27].

3.1

Probabilistic semantics

The distribution semantics of PRISM is a probabilistic generalization of the least
model semantics in LP. It defines a probability measure on the set of Herbrand
models. Let DB = F ∪ R be a PRISM program. Also let msw1 , msw2 , . . . be an
enumeration of the msw atoms in F . We identify an infinite 0-1 vector ωF =
(x1 , x2 , . . .) where xi ∈ {0, 1} with a Herbrand model that assigns msw1 = x1 ,
msw2 = x2 , . . . where 1 means true and 0 false. Let PF (·) be an arbitrary base
measure on such ωF s such that for a choice named i with possible outcomes
{v1 , . . . , vk }, PF (·) makes {msw(i,v1), . . . , msw(i,vk )} exhaustive and mutually
exclusive. That is PF (msw(i,v1) ∨ · · · ∨ msw(i,vk )) = 1 and PF (msw(i,vh) ∧
msw(i,vh′ )) = 0 (h 6= h′ ). It is straightforward to construct such PF (·).
We now extend the PF (·), using the mechanism of the least Herbrand model
construction, to a probability measure PDB (·) for the whole DB. Let ωF ′ be a
sample from PF (·) and F ′ the set of msw atoms made true by ωF ′ . Construct
the least Herbrand model M(F ′ ∪ R) of the definite program F ′ ∪ R. It uniquely
determines the truth value of every ground atom and by construction every
ground atom is a measurable function of ωF ′ with respect to PF (·). It follows
from this fact and Kolmogorov’s extension theorem that we can extend PF (·)
to the probability measure PDB (·) on the set of possible Herbrand models for
DB . PDB (·) is the denotation of DB in the distribution semantics [5]. If PF (·)
puts all probability mass on a single interpretation F ′ , PDB puts all probability
mass on the least model M(F ′ ∪ R) also. Hence we can say the distribution
semantics is a probabilistic generalization of the least model semantics. Hereafter
for intuitiveness, we identify PDB (·) with an infinite joint distribution PDB (A1 =
x1 , A2 = x2 , . . .) on the probabilistic ground atoms A1 , A2 , . . . in the Herbrand
base of DB where xi ∈ {0, 1}, when appropriate.
We remark that our semantics (probability measure on possible models, or
worlds) is not new. Fenstad proved a representation theorem forty years ago [28].
It states that if we assign probabilities P (ϕ) to closed formulas ϕ in a countable
language L without equality, respecting Kolmogorov’s axioms for probability
while satisfying P (ϕ) = 1 if ⊢ ϕ and P (ϕ) = P (φ) if ⊢ ϕ ⇔ φ, P (ϕ) is given as
an integration
P (ϕ) =

Z

Ω

ϕ(ω) µ(dω)
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where µ(·) is a probability measure on a certain set Ω of models related to L and
ϕ(ω) = 1 if a model ω ∈ Ω satisfies ϕ, else 05 . What is semantically new here
is that we construct such µ(·) = PDB (·) concretely from a logic program DB so
that PDB (G) is computable for a goal G. We point out some unique features of
the distribution semantics.
– PDB (·) is an infinite joint distribution on countably many random atoms. It
is definable, unconditionally, for any DB . Other PLL formalisms often place
restrictions on DB such as acyclicity [1, 8] and range-restrictedness [6, 9, 3]
for their distributions to be definable. SRL formalisms attempting to define
infinite distributions also have restrictions on their programs [29, 21, 30].
– Probabilistic grammars such as HMMs and PCFGs that define finite stochastic processes but whose length is unbounded are formally captured by PRISM
programs with the distribution semantics. Thanks to the rigor of the distribution semantics, it is even possible to write a PRISM program defining
prefix probabilities for a given PCFG, though their computation requires an
infinite sum and cannot be handled by the current PRISM system6 [31].
– The distribution semantics is parameterized with a non-probabilistic semantics M used to extend the base measure PF (·). That is, if we choose as M
the greatest model semantics instead of the least model semantics, we will
have another distribution, which is always definable but not necessarily computable, giving non-zero probability to infinite recursion. M may be stable
model semantics [32, 11] or well-founded semantics [33, 8]. In such cases, we
will have distributions for normal probabilistic logic programs.
3.2

Tabling and dynamic programming

In PRISM the probability PDB (G) of an atom G is computed by first reducing
G logically to a disjunction
and then computing
Qhi
Pn E1 ∨ . . . ∨ En of explanations
θi,k where Ei = mswi,1 ∧
PDB (G) by PDB (G) = i=1 PDB (Ei ), PDB (Ei ) = k=1
· · · ∧ mswi,hi and θi,k is the parameter of mswi,k (1 ≤ k ≤ hi ). A computational
barrier here is that usually there are exponentially many explanations. In the
case of parsing where G represents a sentence and Ei a parse tree, it is not
rare to have millions of parse trees. One standard way to avoid such intractable
computation is applying DP (dynamic programming) to E1 ∨. . .∨En that factors
out common probability computations. But the real problem is not DP but how
to realize it without constructing E1 ∨ . . . ∨ En .
Our solution to this problem is tabling, or memoizing, which is a general
technique to record what has been computed and reuse it later, thereby saving
repeated computation. In addition, tabling has the side-effect of stopping infinite recursion. This makes it possible to write a DCG grammar containing left
recursive rules such as NP → NP S. LP has a long history of tabling [34–38, 26]
5
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The actual Fenstad’s theorem is more complicated than stated here. We show the
case of closed formulas for simplicity.
Prefix probabilities can be computed by matrix operations [31].
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and what we have found through the development of PRISM is that tabling is
well-suited, or vital to probability computation in machine learning.
By introducing tabling for all explanations search for a goal G, we can obtain
a boolean formula, equivalent to G ⇔ E1 ∨ . . . ∨ En , as a descendingly ordered
list of equivalences G ⇔ W0 , A1 ⇔ W1 , . . . , AM ⇔ WM such that Ai (1 ≤
i ≤ M ), a tabled goal appearing in a proof of G, represents a subexpression
occurring multiple times in the explanations E1 , . . . , En and Wi is a conjunction
of msw atoms and tabled goals in the lower layers. We consider this list as a
graph whose node are atoms and call it an explanation graph for G. In the
explanation graph, G is a root node and subgraphs (tabled goals) at one layer
are shared by subgraphs at higher layers. Hence probability computation (sumproduct computation) applied to it naturally becomes DP. Thus we can realize
DP by tabling while avoiding the construction of E1 ∨. . .∨En . We encode the DP
process as the g-IO (generalized IO) algorithm working on explanation graphs.
It is a generic routine in PRISM to compute probabilities [5].
The effect of tabling is decisive. The g-IO algorithm simulates known standard probability computation/learning algorithms with the same time complexity; O(N 2 L) for the Baum-Welch algorithm used in HMMs [39] where N is the
number of states, L input length, O(N 3 L3 ) for the Inside-Outside algorithm
used in PCFGs in Chomsky normal form [40] where N is the number of symbols
and L sentence length and O(N ) for Pearl’s πλ message passing [41] used in
the probability computation of singly connected BNs where is N the number of
nodes in a BN [5].
Also, recently, it is discovered that the celebrated BP (belief propagation)
algorithm used for the probability computation of multiply connected BNs is
nothing but the g-IO algorithm applied to logically described junction trees [42].
In other words, to use BP, we have only to write a program describing a junction
tree8 . We may say PRISM subsumes both probabilistic grammars and BNs not
only at the semantic level but also at the probability computation/learning level.
Tabling is useful in Bayesian inference as well. In [43] we introduced the VB
(variational Bayes) approach to PRISM and implemented the VB-EM algorithm
that learns hyper parameters of Dirichlet priors associated with msw atoms, in
a dynamic programming manner using explanation graphs and the slightly extended g-IO algorithm. Hyper parameter learning is done with the same time
complexity as usual parameter learning because both types of learning use the
same explanation graphs and isomorphic learning algorithms. We test the leftcorner parsing model and the profile-HMM model. Although there is no report
on their hyper parameter learning to our knowledge, all we need to do is to
write a declarative PRISM program for each model, and the rest of the task
7

8

Our tabling is linear-tabling [26] which does not use a suspend-resume mechanism
for tabled execution of logic programs but iteratively computes answers until they
saturate.
The distribution of the PRISM system includes an example of logical junction tree.
Querying the tree with chindsight agg/2 is equivalent to running BP.
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- hyper parameter learning followed by Viterbi inference based on the learned
hyper parameters - is carried out automatically by the PRISM system.

3.3

Log-linear models and logic program synthesis

The last topic is non-generative modeling. Generative modeling, typically PCFGs
to us, assumes no failure in the process of generating an outcome. However
logic programs may fail as we all know. The problem caused by failure to logicbased probabilistic modeling such as SLPs (stochastic logic programs) [3, 44] and
PRISM [45] is loss of probability mass. If the execution eventually fails after a
probabilistic choice is made, the probability mass put on the choice is lost. As
a result the total sum of probabilities for possible generation processes will be
less than unity, implying that our probability is not mathematically correct.
Suppose there is a PRISM program DB about q(X) which defines a distribution PDB (·). Let t1 , . . . , tN be all answer substitutions for the query ?-q(X).
If failure computation occurs during the search for all answers for ?-q(X) and
PN
Z = PDB (∃Xq(X)) = i=1 PDB (q(ti )) < 1 happens, we consider a normalized
distribution Z −1 PDB (q(X)) over {q(t1), . . . , q(tN )} to recover probability.
However Z −1 PDB (q(X)) is a log-linear model9 and parameter learning of loglinear models is known to be much harder than BNs and PCFGs due to the
computation of Z, a normalizing constant. Cussens proposed the FAM (failureadjusted maximization) algorithm for parameter learning of SLPs whose computation may fail and hence defines log-linear models [44]. It is an EM algorithm
but requires the computation of “failure probability” 1 − Z (Z is the probability
of success computation).
We incorporated the FAM algorithm into PRISM by applying a logic program
synthesis technique to PRISM programs to derive special programs called failure
programs to compute failure probabilities 1 − Z. Given a program DB for the
target goal q(X) which has failed computation paths, we consider another goal
failure ⇔ ∀X(q(X) ⇒ false) and synthesize a failure program for this failure
predicate so that ?-failure faithfully traces every failed computation path for
?-q(X) in the original program DB. Under a certain condition10 , it can be proved
PDB (failure) = 1 − PDB (q(X)) = 1 − Z [46]. The point here is not that we can
compute 1 − Z exactly but that we are now able to compute it using DP by
applying tabled search to the synthesized failure program. In [46], an example
of HMMs with constraints which may fail is presented. The synthesized failure
program runs by tabled execution in time linear in the length of input for the
original HMM program.
9
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P
Log-linear models take the form log p(x) = i wi fi (x) where fi (x) is a real-valued
function called feature and wi is a real number called weight. In the case of SLPs,
fi (x) is the number of occurrences of an i-th clause in a refutation x.
Roughly every computation path for q(X) must terminate with finite failure or success.
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The program synthesis for failure programs is done by FOC (first-order compiler) [27]. It is an unfold/fold program transformation system for logic programs with universally quantified implicational goals ∀y(p(x, y) ⇒ q(y, z))11 in
the clause body. FOC transforms the original PRISM program while considering
the probabilistic semantics of msw atoms into a PRISM program with disequality
constraints.

failure :- not(success).
success :- agree(_).
agree(A):msw(coin(a),A),
msw(coin(b),B),
A=B.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

failure:-closure_success0(f0).
closure_success0(A):-closure_agree0(A).
closure_agree0(_):msw(coin(a),A),
msw(coin(b),B),
\+A=B.

Fig. 3. Agreement program (left) and the synthesized failure program (right)

The program in Fig. 3 models probabilistic singular/plural agreement between nouns and verbs in some hypothetical language. coin(a) determines the
singularity/plurality of a noun with probability 0.4/0.6 respectively and so does
coin(b) for a verb. If they do not agree, the sentence generation fails. failure
predicate on the left hand side is defined as the negation of ∃A agree(A) (success
of agree( )). FOC compiles it into the failure program on the right hand side
by removing negation while introducing new predicates closure success/1 and
closure agree0/1 (see [27] for details). As you can see, the compiled program
correctly computes failure probability.
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Concluding remarks

We have examined PRISM, an extension of Prolog with msw/2 predicate for
probabilistic choice, the distribution semantics, tabled search and generic routines for probability computation and parameter learning. We have been developing PRISM for more than a decade, to achieve generality and efficiency for
probabilistic modeling, but there remains a long way to go. The future work
includes an implementation of Gaussian distributions, also that of log-linear
models, and removing some modeling condition (the exclusiveness condition [5])
by the introduction of BDDs.
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